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What causes ice age cycles?
TAKE-HOME MESSAGES:

1. Wobble and tilt of Earth’s spin axis
 

2. Amplified by CO2 variations
 

3. Meltdowns aided by abrupt
shutdown of Atlantic ocean
circulation



Milankovitch theory

High-latitude northern summer
sunshine intensity influences
growth/decay of Northern
Hemisphere ice sheets and thus
global climate.
 



Precession ~23 ky

Obliquity
~41 ky

Eccentricity
~100 ky

Earth’s orbit: pacemaker of
the ice ages



Polar ice cores:
• Dated by counting
annual layers
• Preserve past
atmospheres in air
bubbles in the ice!
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 Trapped gases reveal a cornucopia of information about
past climate and its feedbacks:
 
Climate forcing via greenhouse effect:    CO2, CH4, N2O
Astronomical dating of ice cores:       O2/N2
Mean ocean temperature:  Kr/N2, Xe/N2
Rapid temperature change at ice sheet surface: 15N/14N of N2
                           40Ar/36Ar, 86Kr/82Kr
Asian and African monsoon strength: 18O/16O of O2
Fossil vs. biological sources of methane: 14C/12C of CH4
(list goes on….)



Ice cores give us past CO2 concentrations



TIME------>

 





Paradox #1:

Why does Antarctic temperature remain
in a stable, cold state despite several
thousand years (22-18 ka) of orbital

forcing?
 

And why does it begin to warm rather
abruptly at 18 ka?



Atmosphere is well-mixed, so long-lived gases
are the same everywhere
(same core, so no relative dating problem!)

ADVANTAGE: integrates all sources
DISADVANTAGE: no information about location
of sourcesMethane responds rapidly due to

       short lifetime (8 yr)
O2 lifetime ~1000 yr
Kr, Xe  ~constant in ocean-
atmosphere system



 
 

Oxygen-18/16 ratio of atmospheric O2 =
d18Oatm
 

d18O =  {[18O /16Osample]/[18O/16Ostandard] - 1} 103‰
 
Standard is contemporary La Jolla air
 
METHOD
Measure isotopes of O2 in air from ice core bubbles,following procedure of Sowers et
al. (1989) with modification to remove CO2 cryogenically.  Correct for
gravitational/thermal fractionation in firn layer:

d18Oatm  =  d18Omeasured  -  2  d15Nmeasured







How does a melting ice sheet suppress the Asian monsoon?
Cheng et al. (2009) hypothesis
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Ahn et al., 2007



Why would the deep ocean warm 2˚C when the
bipolar see-saw was in its warm-south mode?

 
 
- volume of the deep ocean is dominated by Antarctic waters
- less deep water formation by sea-ice brine rejection
  with more open-ocean convection?
 
Reduction in Antarctic sea ice would also increase atmospheric CO2





Conclusions
Oxygen-18 of O2 confirms widespread low-latitude rainfall    shifts during abrupt
climate change
Oxygen-18 of O2 and methane have interesting differences -   southern
hemisphere sources of methane?
Kr and Xe suggest ~2 deg of mean ocean temperature warming between 18-15 ka,
synchronous with CO2 rise.      [We still need to refine the gravitational
correction, though.]  
Glacial inception also shows synchronous CO2, Kr, Xe.

Consistent with existing models of atmospheric CO2 control by deep
stratification (Toggweiler, 1999) or Antarctic sea ice (Stephens and
Keeling, 2000).
CO2, methane, southern tropical rain all start rising at 18 ka, when mean ocean
warms 2˚C and Antarctica warms!
Does the bipolar seesaw play a key role in Terminations?



Wetlands: the dominant natural source of
methane to the atmosphere

• Methanogenic bacteria produce
methane in anaerobic conditions in
wetlands -- the leading natural
source of methane in the
atmosphere today

• The end-of-Younger-Dryas event
made climate both warmer and
wetter

• Wetlands respond to warmer and
wetter conditions with increased
methane production

• A warmer, wetter climate should also
increase the extent of wetlands

 
 



 

Modeled natural wetland
methane emissions
 
Kaplan, 2002 GRL

Present

Last glacial
maximum

Total = 140 Tg yr-1

Total = 107 Tg yr-1



The Hydrate Hypothesis

•  Methane hydrate is an ice-like compound composed
of water and methane
• Widely distributed on continental shelves in the oceans
and in permafrost
• Stable at low temperatures and high pressures
• As the oceans warmed at the end of the Younger
Dryas event, large quantities of methane hydrate may
have destabilized; some of the released methane may
have made it into the atmosphere



Pakitsoq, West Greenland: The hunt for ancient methane C-14 samples



Clathrate
hypothesis

Wetland hypothesis

Petrenko et al., 2009
Science


